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An embroidery sampler is an example of needlework sampling different stitches, techniques or 
designs onto a piece of fabric, as a way of referencing and recording for future use. The earliest 
known embroidered sampler is from Peru, with samplers found in Coptic Egyptian tombs1 dated the
5th to 6th century C.E., such as this sampler in the British Museum-

Accession number EA72288, it is tabby woven undyed cotton ground fabric, embroidered in blue, 
red, yellow and green wool in a pattern darning stitch2.

The earliest mention of samplers in Europe was in a Spanish Inventory3 in the year 1509. Pattern 
books were printed from 1524 onwards and the first dated sampler in England dated 15984.

However, in Egypt there are extant samplers that had survived due to the hot dry conditions of the 
country. One of the best collections of Medieval Islamic Egyptian samplers is in the Ashmolean 
Museum, with over 50 samplers available to see on their website5.

One of the earliest is from the Ayyubid period (a dynasty founded by Saladin in 1174 C.E. to 1250 
C.E.) 

1 The Fitzwilliam Museum online Sampler exhibition website- 
http://www.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/gallery/samplers/what/

2 Website link- http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?
assetId=1194325001&objectId=142912&partId=1

3 “Needlework Through History” by Catherine Leslie, Greenwood Publishing Group, 2007, ISBN 0313335486, page 
184.

4 Ibid.
5 Website link- http://jameelcentre.ashmolean.org/collection/8



Accession number EA1984.479, it is a tabby woven linen ground cloth embroidered with blue, 
green, and brown silk. There are 50 different designs on this sampler, with the textile being 
unhemmed but with a selvedge on one side6.

6 More information available on Ashmolean website- 
http://jameelcentre.ashmolean.org/collection/8/per_page/100/offset/0/sort_by/date/object/10835



As a difference from the Coptic embroidery styles with wool and flowing shapes, embroidery from 
the 12th century  became more geometric, with repeating patterns. The patterns are zig zags, straight 
and angular lines, hooks, arrows, stars, and s and z shapes7. It was thought that the geometric design
were made for civilians, after the overthrow of the Ayyubid dynasty by the military Mamluks8.

The art of embroidery experienced a revival under the rule of the Mamluks9, as with the growing 
middle class it was then used on clothing, like tunics, scarves, girdles, slippers, caps, trouser legs 
and kerchiefs and furnishings, like dust covers, towels, curtains, pillows, and curtain ties10. The 
weaving and embroidery industry became a mainstay of the Mamluk Egyptian econony, being one 
of the largest exports to the rest of world second only to Mamluk metalwork11.

In the year 1340-41 the Royal embroidery workshop in Alexandria was placed under the 
administration of a local official and out from under the control of the court. This ended the 
professional industry in Alexandria, but created a marketplace in Cairo that had profession 
embroiderers as well as a cottage industry in the home12, so most Mamluk embroideries are dated to
the 14th century C.E., although most of the embroideries can be dated no more precisely than to 
within a century13.

The most distinctive feature of Mamluk embroidery is the popularity of counted stitch work14, 
which includes pattern darning, double running and close counted herringbone stitch (which may 
have been done by or for Armenians living in Cairo)15.  Commonly though the earlier extant 
samplers used fewer types of stitches, with later extant samplers using as many as four different 
stitches in more intricate work16. For this sampler in the Ashmolean Museum from the late 14th 
century C.E.-

7 “Embroideries and sampler from Islamic Egypt” by Marianne Ellis, Ashmolean Museum Oxford, 2001, ISBN 
185444154 X, page 9.

8 “Rethinking Mamluk textiles” by Bethany Walker, Mamluk Studies Review, Vol 4, 2000, page 195.
9 Ibid, page 178.
10 Ellis, page 8.
11 Walker, page 168.
12 Ibid, page 169, page 187.
13 Ibid, page 188.
14 Ibid, page 189.
15 Ellis, page 10.
16 Ibid, page 9.



Accession number EA1984.488, tabby woven linen embroidered in white and blue flax, using 
double running and drawn thread openwork17.

The embroidery style dramatically changed in the 16th century C.E. with the Ottoman Empire taking
over Egypt and making the Mamluk elite administrators and not caliphs. 

The sampler I have made is based on samplers that I have charted over the years. One of them being
the above sampler in the Ashmolean Museum, another from the V&A Museum-

17 More information ca be seen on the website- 
http://jameelcentre.ashmolean.org/collection/8/per_page/100/offset/0/sort_by/date/object/10741



Museum number T.326-1921, tabby woven linen embroidered with silk in double running and satin 
stitches. Like most Mamluk samplers, it is dated over a few centuries. Specifically the 14th-16th 
centuries18. The other sampler used was from the Walters Art Museum-

18 For more information the website is here- http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O69669/sampler-unknown/



Accession number 83.603,  tabby woven linen embroidered with silk in pattern darning, double 
running, and satin stitch. Dated 14th-15th century19.

Finally, the last sampler was also from the Asmolean Museum-

I charted the Ashmolean Museum sampler and posted the charts on my blog, in a post called “A 
second blackwork challenge”, dated 28/12/201020.

The V&A sampler I charted and posted to my blog in a post called “Another sampler challenge”, 
dated 10/01/201221.

19 More information can be seen on the Walters website- http://art.thewalters.org/detail/39080/sampler/
20 Link- https://awalimofstormhold.wordpress.com/2010/12/28/a-second-blackwork-challenge/
21 Link- https://awalimofstormhold.wordpress.com/2012/01/10/another-sampler-challenge/



The Walters sampler I charted and posted to my blog in a post called “A new mixed embroidery 
sampler”, dated 5/11/201322.

The second Ashmolean sampler I charted and posted to my blog in a post called “A new pattern 
darning and cross stitch sampler” dated 14/01/201523.

While the V&A Museum and the Walters Art Museum don’t mention the thread count of the extant 
pieces, the Ashmolean Museum lists the thread counts on all their extant samplers. They can be as 
low as 10/14 threads per cm to 20/22 threads per cm. By modern standards this is a very low count, 
able to be achieved by Aida cloth. I went with an even weave linen (since all the Mamluk extant 
pieces are on tabby linen) with a count of 25 threads per cm which is recommended for counted 
work and learning stitching. It had been a leftover piece purchased years earlier to do that.

Since not all the samplers used the same colour thread, I used more leftover silk thread. I used 
Madeira thread, originally a 4 ply, but only using two threads. The colours used was blue, indigo, 
blue/black, yellow, green, carmine red and dark red. The yellow is based on fustic or safflower dyes 
with an alum or tin mordant24, The red colour is based from lermes with a tin mordant and lac with 
an alum mordant25, the blue and indigo from indigo dye26, the balck based on logwood dye with an 
iron mordant27, the green based on turmeric dye and a copper mordant28, and the brown based on 
henna with an iron mordant29.

The placement is more similar to the V&A sampler, with no particular order or spacing, based on 
other extants available30. I had a large piece of cloth that had been placed in a stand to embroider 
While all the samplers used can be traced to within the 14th century, more than likely the “messier” 
ones was earlier in date than the more organised and complex ones. I also photographed my 
progress in a Facebook album, which is available publically- https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?
set=a.10210044678046680.1073741836.1028401897&type=1&l=72d861101e

The sampler itself has not been filled, in keeping with other samplers of the period. Nor have the 
edges been finished.
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